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this kind. The last loligo I saw strand itself in this way was

a large and very vigorous animal. The day was extremely
calm; I heard a peculiar sound,-a squelch, if I may employ
such a word; and Mere, a few yards away, was a loligo nearly
two feet in length, high and dry upon the pebbles. I laid

hold of it by the sheath or sack; and the loligo, in turn,

laid hold of the pebbles, just as I have seen a boy, when

borne off against his will by a stronger than himself; grasping
fast to projecting door-posts and furniture. The pebbles
were hard, smooth, and heavy, but the creature raised them

with ease, by twining its flexile arms around them, and then

forming a vacuum in each of its suckers. I subjected one

of my hands to its grasp, and it seized fast hold; but though
the suckers were still employed, it employed them on a differ

ent principle. Around the circular rim of each there is a

fringe of minute thorns, hooked somewhat like those of the

wild rose. In fastening on the hard smooth pebbles, these

were overtopped by a fleshy membrane, much in the manner
that the cushions of a cat's paw overtop its claws, when the

animal is in a state of tranquillity; and, by means of the pro

jecting membrane, the hollow inside was rendered air-tight,
and the vacuum completed; but in dealing with the hand,

a soft substance, the thorns were laid bare, like the claws of
the cat when stretched out in anger, and at least a thousand
minute prickles were fixed in the skin at once. They failed
to penetrate it, for they were short, and individually not

strong, but acting together and by hundreds, they took at
least a very firm hold.

What follows the reader may deem barbarous; but the
men who gulp down at a sitting half a hundred live oysters
to gratify their taste, will surely forgive me the destruction
of a single mollusc to gratify my curiosity. I cut open the
sack of the creature with a sharp penknife, and laid bare the
viscera. What a sight for Harvey when prosecuting, in the
earlier stages, his grand discovery of the circulation! There,
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